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FOREWORD 

The Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory (LESL) of the National Bureau of 
Standards (NBS) furnishes technical support to the National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) programfo strengthen law enforcement and criminal 
justice in the United States. LESL's function is to.conductresearch that will assist law 
enforcement and criminal justice agencies in the selection and procurement' of quality 
equipment. 

LESL is: (1) Subjecting eXIstIng equipment to laboratory testing and evaluation .l;ind 
(2) conducting research leading to the development of several series of documents, including 
national voluntary equipment standards, user guidelines, state-of-the-art surveys and other 
reports. 

This document is a law enforcement equipment report develope,d by LESL under the 
sponsorship of NILECJ. Additional reports as well as other documents are being issued 
under the LESL lJrogram in the areas of protective equipment, communicat.ions 
equipment, security systems, weapons, emergency equipment, investigative aids, vehit.~les 
and clothing. 

Technical comments and suggestions concerning the subject matter of this report are 
invited from all interested parties. Comments should be addressed to the Law 
Enforcement Standards Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 
20234. 

iii 

Jacob J. Diamond 
Chief, Law Enforcement 

Standards Laboratory 
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Preface . 

The physical security of door and window assemblies is dependent upon the design, 
the construction and the materials of the millwork, hardware, glazing ~md fabricated metal 
items which are used to make up such assemblies. The yariolls building and 
manufacturing industries have evolved separate overIapping vocabularies, resulting in a 
lack of uniform terminology. . 

This glossary provides definitions for those terms most often encountered in the 
spoken and written vocabulary concerning door and window security. It was compiled 
from many sources including dictionaries, glossaries, the professional literature, and 
technical publications. Accepted definitions were used as found,. or rewritten into ~impler 
and more descriptive language. 

Alarm systems are often used to supplement the physical security which is provided 
by door and window assemblies. 

.rf."; ~ 

A companion docun\~nt, LESP~RPT-0305.00, Tel'ms and Definitions for Intrusion' 
Alarm Systems (Government 'Printing Office, Stock Number 027--000-00290-1; price 65 
cents), provides a glossary of the terminology of that closely related field of security. 
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS FOR DOOR AND WINDOW SECURITY 

ABSTRACT 
; 

This is a glossary of definitions for those terms most frequently etICountei'ed in the spoken and written 
vocabulary concerning door and window security. Compiled from dictionaries; glossaries, professional literature 
and technical publications, the definitions were either used as found or rewritten into simpler and more 
descriptive language. Terms and definitions for alarm systems are not included. 

Key words: Definitions; doors; glossary; security terms: windows. 

ACCESS CONTROL-A method of providing 
security by restricting the movement of persons into 
or within a protected area. 

ACCESSIBLE WINDOW-(I) Residential-any 
window looated within 3.7 meters (12 feet) of grade 
or a building projection. (2) Commercial-any win
dow located within 4.6 meters (18 feet) of grade or 
within 3 meters (10 feet) of any fire escape or other 
structure accessible from public or semi-public 
areas. 

ACCORDION GATE-See SLIDING METAL 
GATE. 

ACE LOCK-A type of pin tumbler lock in 
whioh the pins are installed in a circle around the 
axis of the cylinder, and move perpendicularly to 
the face of the cylinder. The shear line of the driver 
and bottom tumblers is a plane parallel to the face 
of the cylinder. This type of lock is operated with a 
push key. 

ACTIVE DOOR (or LEAF}-The leaf of a double 
d06r that must be opened first and which is used in 
normal pedestrian traffic. This leaf is usually the 
one in which a lock is installed. 

ANCHOR-A device used to secure a building 
part or component to adjoining construction or to a 
supporting member. See also FLOOR ANCHOR, 
JAMB ANCHOR and STUD ANCHOR. 

ANTI-FRICTION LATCH-A latch bolt that 
incorporates any device which reduces the Closing 
friction between the latch and the strike. 
APPL~ED· TRIM-A separately applied molding 

used as the finishing face trim of a frame. 
APRON-The flat member of a window trim 

placed against the wall immediately beneath the 
windowsill. 
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ARCHITECTURAL HARDW ARE~SeeFlNISH 
BUILDERS' HARDWARE. 

AREA WA Y~An open subsurfa.ce spaCe adjacent 
to a ~uiIding which is used· to ~dmit light or to 
provide a means of access to thebuildjng. 

ARMORED FRONT-A plate or plates which is 
secured to the lock front of a inortisedlock by~ 
machine screws in order to prov1deprotection 
against tampering with the cylinder set scr~ws.Also 
called armored face plate. . 

ASTRA GAL-A mernber fixed. t~, ora projection 
of, an edge of .a door (lr window to cover. the· joint 
between the meeting of stiles: tisually fixed to one 
of a pair of swinging doors to provide a seal against 
the passage of weather, light, noise or smoke. 

ATTACKS-The physical methods used by bur~ 
glars in gaining or;attempting to gain iUegalentI.t)~ 
These methods have been divided into. the following 
categories: bodily force, bolt attacks, lock attacks, 
disassemlJly, and· inside· unlocking. 

AUXILIARY LOCK-A lock installe.d ona door 
or window to supplement 'a p.reviously installed 
primary lock. A1s091:!Jkd 1l-... s!'),C:Qw:l.ary J<LGk,"Jtd!t.n c 

be a mortised, bored orr~m.look. 
BACK PLATE-A metal plate on the inside of a 

door which is used to clamp a pin or disc tumbler 
rim lock cylinder to the door by means of retaining 
screws. The tail piece of the cylinder extends 
through a hole in the back plate. . . 

BACKSET, FLUSH BOLT-The distance from 
the vertical centerline of the lock edge of a door .to 
the centerline of the bolt. .. . 

BACKSET, HINGE-:-On a door, the distance 
from the stop face to the edge of the hinge cutout. 
On a frame, the distance from the stop to the edge 
of the ~inge cutout. 
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BACKSET, LOCK-The horizontal distance from 
the vflrtical centerline of the face plate to the center 
of the lock cylinder keyway or knob sphldle. 

BACKSET, STRIKE~The distance from the 
door stop to the edge of the strike cutout. 

BAFFLE-See GUARD PLATE. 
BALANCED DOOR-A door equipped with dou

ble-pivoted hardware so, designed as to cause a 
semi-counterbalanced swing action when it is 
opened. 

BARREL KEY-A key with a bit projecting from 
a round, hollow key shank which fils on a post in 
the lock. 

BARRICADE BOLT-A mass-ive metal bar that 
engages large strikes on both sides of a door. 
Barricade bolts are available with locking devices, 
and are completely removed from the dOQr when 
not in use. 

BEAD-See GLAZING BEAD. 
BEVEL (of a door)-The angle of the lock edge of 

the door in relation to its face. The standard bevel 
is 0.32 cm in 5.1 cm (1/p" in 2'1). 

BEVEL (of a latch bolt)--A term used to indicate 
the direction in which a latch bolt is inclined: 
regular bevel for doors opening in, rev~rse bevel for 
doors opening out. 

BEVEL (of a lock front)-The angle of a lock 
front when not at a right angle to the lock case, 
allowing the front to be applied flush with the edge 
of a beveled door. 

BICENTRIC PIN TUMBLER CYLINDER-A 
cylinder having two cores and two sets of pins, each 
having different combinations. This cylinder re
quires two separate keys, used simultaneously, to 
operate it. The cam or tail piece is gear operated. 

BIT--A blade projecting from a key shank which 
engages with and actuates the bolt or level tumblers 
of a lock. 

BIT KEY-A key with a bit projecting from a 
round shank. Similar to the barrel key but with a 
solid rather than hollow shank. 

BITTING-See CUT. 
BLANK-An uncut key or an unfinished key as 

it comt~S from the manufacturer, before any cuts 
have been: made on it. 

BLIND STOP-A rectangular molding, locating 
between the outside trim and the outside sashes, 
used in the assembly of a window frame. Serves as 
a stop for storm, screen or combination windows 
and to resist air infiltration. 

BODIL Y FORCE-A category of burglary attack 
using the weight and strength of the body without 
the aid of special tools. This attack is directed at 
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the e'ntire assembly rather tha8 a particular compo
nent. 

BOLT-That part of a lock which, when ac
tuated, is projected (or "thrown") from the lock into 
a retaining member, such as a strike plate, to 
prevent a door or window from moving or opening. 
See also DEAD-BOLT, FLUSH BOLT,"andLATCH. 

BOLT ATTACK-A category of burglary attack 
in which force, with or without the aid of tools, is 
directed against the bolt in an attempt to disengage 
it from the strike or to break it. 

BOLT PRQJECTION (BOLT THROW)-The 
distance from the edge of the door, at the bolt 
centerline1 to the furthest point on the bolt in ,the 
projected position. 

BORED LOCK (or LATCH)-A lock or latch 
whose parts are intended for installation in holes 
bored in a door. See also KJEY-IN~KNOB LOCK. 

BOTTOM PIN-One of the pin tumblers which 
determine the combination of a pin tumbler cylinder 
and are directly contacted. by the key;' They are 
varied in length and usually tapered at one end; 
enabling them to fit into the "V" cuts made iit· a 
key. When the proper key is inserted, the bottQm 
pins level off .at the cylinder core shearline, allow
ing the core to tum and actuate the lock. 

BOTTOM RAIL-The horizontal rail at the bot., 
tom of a door or window connecting the vertical 
edge members (stiles). 

BOX'STRIKE-A strike plate that has a metal 
box or housing to fully enclose the projected bolt 
andlor latch. 

BREAKAWAY STRIKE-See ELECTRIC 
STRIKE. 

BUCK-See ROUGH BUCK. 
BUILDERS' HARDWARE-All hardware used in 

building construction, but particularly that used on 
or in connection with doors, windows, cabinets and 
other moving members. . 

BUMPING---A metho'd of opening a pin tumbler 
lock by means of vibration produced by. a wooden 
or rubber mallet. 

BURGLAR-RESISTANT GLAZING-Any glaz
ing which is more difficult to break through than 
the common window or plate glass, designed to 
resist burglary attacks of the hit-and-run type. 

BUTT HINGE~A type of hinge which ha.s. 
matching rectangular leaves and multiple bearing 
contacts, and is designed to be mounted in mortises 
in the door edge and in the frame. 

BUTTRESS LOCK-A lock which secures a door 
by wedging a bar between the door and the floor. 
Some incorporate a movable steel rod which fits 



into metal recelvmg slots on the door and in the 
floor. Also called police bolt/brace. 

CABINET JAMB-A door frame in three or more 
pieces, usually shipped knocked down for field 
assembly over a rough buck. 

CAM-The part of a lock or cylinder which 
rotates to actuate the bolt or latch as the key is 
turned. The cam may also act as the bolt. 

CAM, LAZY -A cam which moves less than the 
rotation of the cylinder core. 

CAM LOCK-See CRESCENT SASH LOCK. 
CANE BOLT-A heavy cane-shaped bolt with 

the top bent at right angles; ul>cd on the bottom of 
doors. 

CASE--The housing in which a lock mechanism 
is mounMd and enclosed. 

CASEMENT HINGE-A hinge for swinging a 
casement window. 

CASEMENT WINDOW-A type of window 
which is hinged on the vertical edge. 

CASING-Molding of various widths and thick
nesses used to trim door and window openings at 
the jambs. 

CENTER-HUNG DOOR-A door hung on center 
pivots. 

CENTER RAIL--The horizontal rail in a door, 
usually located at lock height to separate the upper 
and lower panels of a recessed panel type door. 

CHAIN BOLT-A vertical spring-loaded bolt 
mounted at the tOlJ of a door. It is manually 
actuated by a chain. 

CHAIN DOOR INTERVIEWER-An auxiliary 
locking device which allows a door to be opened 
slightly, but restrains it from being fully opened. It 
consists of a chain with one end attached to the 
door jamb and the other attached to a keyed metal 
piece which slides in a slotted metal plate attached 
to the door. Some chain door interviewers incorpo
rate a keyed lock operated from the inside. 

CHANGE KEY-A key that will operate only one 
lock or a group of keyed-alike locks, as distin
guished from a master key. See also KEYED
ALIKE CYLINDERS and MASTER KEY SYSTEM. 

CHANGES-The number of possible key 
changes or combination changes to a lock cylinder. 

CHECKRAILS-The meeting rails of double
hung windows. They are usually beveled, and thick 
enough to fill the space between the top and bottom 
sash due to the parting stop in the window frame. 

CLEARANCE-A space intentionally provided 
between components, either to facilitate operation 
or installation, to insure proper separation, to 
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accommodate dimensional variations or for other 
reason" See also DOOR CLEARANCE. 

CLEVIS-A metal link used to attach a chain to 
a padlock. 

CODE-An arrangement of numbers or letters 
which is used to specify a combina.tion for the 
biuing of a key or the pins of a cylinder core. 

COMBINATION-{l) The sequence and depth of 
cuts on a key. (2) The sequence of numbers to 
which a combination lock is set. 

COMBINATION DOORS OR WINDOWS
Storm doors or windows permanently installed over 
the primary doors or windows. They provide insula
tion and summer ventilation and often have self
storing or removable glass and screen inserts. 

COMMON ENTRY DOOR (of a multiple dwell
ing}-Any door in a multiple dwelling which pro-
vides access between the semi-public, interior areas 
of the building and the out-of-doors areas sur
rounding the building. 

COMMUNICATING FRAME-A double rab
beted frame with both rabbets prepared for single
swing doors that open in opposite directions. Doors 
may be of the same or opposite hand. 

COMPONENT-A subassembly which is com:.. 
bined with other components to make an entire 
system. Door assembly components include the 
door, lock, hinges, jamb/strike, and jamb/wall. 

COMPOSITE DOOR-A door constructed of a 
solid core material with facing and edges of differ-
ent materials. 

CONNECTING BAR-A flat metal bar attached 
to the core of a cylinder lock to operate the bolt 
mechanism. .... 

CONSTRUCTION MASTER KEYING-:;-;Akev
ing system used to allow the use of a si~!gle key f~(, 
all locks during the construction ofl~rge housing 
projects. In one such system, thB cylinder cores. of 
all locks contain an insert thaypermits the use of a 
special master key. When the dwel1i1J~;.;:.Qnit is 
completed, the insert is~emoved and the lo&it!~~ 
accepts its own change key and no longer accep-ti~ ·· .. ·'0 ··~·I 
the construction master key.~'>~ 

CONTINUOUS HINGE-A hinge designed to be,' 
the same length as the edge of the moving part to 
which it is ~pplied. Also called a piano hinge. 

COOHDINATOR-A mechanism which controls 
the ortier of clo!ling of a pair of swing doors, lIsed 
with overlappin&, astragals and certain panic hard
ware which require that one door close ahead of the 
other. 

CORE-See CYLINDER CORE. 



CRASHBAR....:..The cross bar or levei of a panic 
txit device whichsetves as a push bar to actuate 
thelock. See also PANIC HARDWARE. 

CREMONE BOLT-A surface-mounted device 
that locks a door()l' sadh into the frame at both the 
top and bottom when a knob orlevedsAurned. 

CRESCENT SASH LOCK-;-A simple cam
shaped latch, not requiring a kef for its operation, 
usually used to secure doubte-hung windows. Also 
called a cam lock. 

CUT-An indention made in a key to make it fit 
a pin tumbler of a lOCK. Any notch made in a key is 
known ,as a cut, whether it is square, round or V
shaped. Also cl;l-Hed bitting. 

CypNDER-The cylindrical subassembly of a 
lock, including the cylinder housing, the cylinder 
core, the tumbler mechanism and the keyway. 

CYLINDER COLLAR-See CYLINDER GUARD 
RING. 

CYLINDER CORE (or PLUG)-The central part 
of a cylinder, containing the keyway, which is 
rotated to operate the lock bolt. 

CYLINDER GUARD RING-A hardened metal 
ring, surrounding the exposed portion of a lock 
cylinder, which protects the cylinder from being 
wrenched, turned, pried, cut, or pulled with attack 
tools. 

CYLINDER HOUSING-The external case of a 
lock cylinder. Also called the cylinder shell. 

CYLINDER LOCK-A lock in which the locking 
mechanism is controlled by a cylinder. A double 
cylinder lock has a cylinder on both the interior and 
exterior of the door. 

CYLINDER,MORTISE TYPE-A lock cylinder 
that has a threaded housing which screws directly 
into the luck case, with a cam or other mechanism 
engaging the locking mechanism. 

CYLINDER, REMOVABLE CORE-A cylinder 
whose core may be removed by the use of a special 
key. 

CYLINDER, RIM TYPE-A iock cylinder that is 
held in place by tension against its rim, applied by 
screws from the interior face of the door. 

CYLINDER RING-See CYLINDER GUARD 
RING. 

CYLINDER SCREW-A set screw that· holds a 
mortise cylinder in place and prevents it from being 
turned after installation. 

CYLINDRICAL LOCK (or LATCH)-See BO
'REQLOCK. 

DEAD BOLT-A lock bolt which does not have 
an automatic spring action and a bevelled end as 
opposed to a latch bolt, which does. The bolt must 
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be actuated to a projected position by 11 key or 
thumb turn and when projected is locked against . 
return by end pressure: 

DEAD LATCH-A spring-actuated latch bolt 
/" 

having a be'.'elled end and incorporating a feature JJ: 
that automatically locks the projected latch holt J ., 

,1 
against return by end pressure. '/ 

DEAD LOCK-A lock equipped with a deaa bolt, J CJ 

DEAD LOCKING LATCH BOLT-See DEAD,;/ 
LATCH. ( 

DISC TUMBLER-,-A spring loaded, flat plate' 
that slides in a slot ~hjch runs through the? 
diameter of the cylinder. Insertingthe proper k~y 
lines up'tne dISC tumblers with, the lock's shear .lille 
and enables the core to betur~ed.,,/ . ;-, . 

DOGGING DEVICE-:-A mechanism which )fas~,,, '/ .. ~I' 
tens the cross bar of a panic exit device, in the/pHi 
depresse.d position, and retains the latch bo~t or 
bolts in the retracted position to permit//free .,. 
operation of the door from either side. // 

DOGGING KE;.Y-1:\.key-type wrench/)sedto .. 
lock down, inc the (fpen position, the ct:os(rbar of a 
panic exit device.. ,'j / . 

DOOR ASSEMBLY~A unit compomd,pf parts 
or components which make up a ~osure fot:a 
'passageway thro~gh a wall. It consist~ of the door, 
hinges, 10ck,ing1ievice or devices, O:j)erational con~ 
tacts (such as h~rdles, knobs, PUSll plates), miscel
laneous hardwar~i and closures, the frame including 
the head and jajlnbs, the anchorage devjces to the· 
surrounding wallii and the surrounding wall. 

DOOR BOL]LA rod or bar manually operated 
without a key, !iattached to a door to provide a ' 
means of securing it. '1 

DOOR CHECK!CLOSER-'-~A device us.ed to :con_,.:.,.J .. :.' .. '.·I" ..• trol the closing of. a door by means of a spring and;:;' . 
either hydraulic or air pressure, or by elec}rical 
means. 

DOOR CLEARANCE-The space bet~eena 
door and either its frame or the "fillished floor or·,:"~-'·,I 
tI"e,hold, "' bet"een the two doo" of • double ··;1 
do~O~~· ~~~~LffA~~:S~mhlY .of illemDefs ·sur~~~~~ _c'~ .••. ;J. 
roundiilg and'supp()rting a door Or doors, and ~, 
perhaps .a1so' one or more transom lights and/or . ~ 
sidelights. See also INTEGRAL FRAME; , .... i 

DOOR JAMBS---The two. vertical components.:..,f 'o7;.\.;.· .• ~.1 
a door frame called thenirtge jamb and the lock .~ 

'j jamb. /J 
DOOR LIGHT---See LIGHT. :" ... j 
DOOR OPENING-Th~si~eof ad()orway, mea$~,·j 

ured from jamb vo jamb and from floodine or silrft):;j 
head of frame. The opening size -is u~uany the . f~: 



nominal door size, and is equal to the actual door 
size plus clearances and threshold height~ 

DOOR STOP-The projections along the top and 
sides of a door frd.me against which a one-way 
swinging' door closes. See all30 RABBETED JAMB. 

DOUBLE CYLINDER LOCK-See CYLINDER 
LOCK. 

DOUBLE DOOR-A pair of doors mounted to
gether in a single opening. See also ACTIVE DOOR 
and INACTIVE DOOR. 

DOUBLE-ACTING DOOR-A swinging door 
equipped with hardware which permits it to open in 
either direction. 

DOUBLE-BITTED KEY-A k~y having cuts on 
two sides. 

DOUBLE EGRESS FRAME-A door frame pre
pared to receive two single-acting doors swinging in 
opposite ~'i rections, both doors being of the same 
hand. 

DOUBLE GLAZING-Two thicknesses of glass, 
separated by an air space and framed in an 
opEning, designed to reduce heat transfer or sound 
transmission. In factory-made double glazing units, 
referred to as insulating glass, the air space be
tween the glass sheets is desiccated and sealed 
airtight. 

DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOW--A type of window, 
composed of upper and lower sashes 'which slide 
vertically. 

DOUBLE-THROW BOLT-A bolt that can be 
projected beyond its first position, into a second, or 
fully extended one. 

DOUBLE-THROW LOCK-A lock incorporating 
a douhh-throw bolt. 

DKIVER PIN-One of the pin tumblers in a pin 
tUll/bler cylinder lock, usually flat on both ends, 
which are in line w(th and push again':3t the flat 
ends of the bottom pins. They are projected by 
individual coil springs into the cylinder core until 
they are forced from the core by the bottom pins 
when the proper key i8 inserted into the keyway. 

DROP RING-A ring handle attached to the 
spindle which operates a lock or latch, 'the ring is 
pivoted to remain in a dmpped position when not in 
use. 

DRY GLAZING--A method of securing glass in a 
frame by use of a preformed resilient gasket. 

DRYW ALL FRAME-A knocked-down (KD) 
door frJl.lne for installation in a wall constructed 
with studs and gypsum board or other drywall 
facing mated!!l after the wall is erected. 

DUMMY CYLINDER-A mock cylinder without 
an operating mechanism, used for appearance only. 
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DUMMY TRIM-Trim only, withol1i .lock;>tisually 
used on the inactive door in a double door. 

DUTCH DOOR-A door consisting of two sepa
rate leaves, one above the/. other, which may be <, 

operated either independe~tly or together. the 
lower leaf usually has Jl service shelf. 

DUTCH DOOR BOLT-A device for locking 
together the upper and lower leaves 
door . 

of a [)utch 

. DWELLING UNIT ENTRY DOOR-Any door 
giving .access to a private dwelling unit. 

ELECTRIC StRIKE-An electrically operated 
c1e.viCe that replaces a conventional strike plate and 
allows a door to be opened by using electric 
switches at remote locations. 

ESCUTCHEON PLA.TE--A surface-mounted 
cover plate, either protective or ornamental, con
taining openings for any or all of the controlling 
riiembers of a lock such as the knob, handle, 
cylinder or keyhole. 

EXIT DEVICE-See PANIC HARDWARE. 
EXITWAY-A continuous and unobstructed 

means of egress from a building to, the outdoors; 
usually providing a safe exit route for persons inside 
the building in the event of a fire or oth~r 
emergency. 

EXITW A Y DOOR-Any d60r providing egress 
from an exitway system to the outdoors, either. 
directly or via a corridor, hall, gr Toom which also 
forms a part of the exitway; the door of ane~itway 
nearest the outdQors. . 

EXPANDED META.L..,-An open mesh formed by 
slitting and drWNing metal sheet: it is made in 
various patterns and metal thicknesses, with either 
a flat or an irregular surface. 

EXI'ERIOR PRIVATE AREA-The ground ~rea 
ol}tside a. single family house, or a groun<l. £I..fJor 
apartr.nent in the case of a ulultiple dwelling; which 
is fenced off by a real barrier~ which is available fOf 
the use of one familyah<I js~ccessible only from 
the interior of that{amiJ.i'S$..~niL· -

EXTERIOR SEMI-PRIVATE AREA-The 
ground area outside a m u'lti pie dwelling which is 
fenced off by a real barrier,anciis accessible only 
from the private or semi-private zones within the 
building. 

EXTERIOR SffMl .. PUBLIC AREA-The ground 
area outside a Single family house or multiple . 
dwelling, which is accessible from publIC z,ones, but; . 
is defined as belonging to the house or hi;ncling by 
symbolic barriers only, 

EXTERIOR t'UBLIC AREA-The ground area 
outside a multiple d"NeIling which is not defined as 
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l1eing associated with the building o.r building entry 
Ln, any real (Jr' symbo.lic fashion. 

FACE (of a lo.ck}-See FACEPLATE. 
FACE GLAZING-A metho.d of g;lazing in which 

the glass is set in an L-shaped or rabbeted frame, 
the glazing co.mpo.und is finished o.ff in the fo.rm o.f 
a triangular bead, and no. lo.o.se sto.ps are emplo.yed. 

FACE PLA TE-Yhe part o.f a mo.rtise lock 
thro.ugh which the bo.lt protrudes and by which the 
lo.ck is fastened ~o. the do.o.r. 

FAST PIN HINGEr--A hinge in which the pin is 
fastened permanently in place. 

FATIGUE-Structural failure o.f a material 
caused by repeated o.r fluctuating applicatio.n of 
stresses, no.ne o.f which is individually sufficient to. 
cause failure. 

FENCE-A metal pin. that extends fro.m the bolt 
o.f a lever lo.ck and prevents ,retractio.n o.f the bo.lt 
unless it is aligned wltl1 the g<'ites of the lever 
tumblers. .;, 

FIDELITY LOSS-A property loss resulting from 
a theft in which the thief leaves no. evidence of 
entry. 

FILLER PLATE-A metal plate used to. fill 
unwanted mortise cutouts in a do.o.r or frame. 

FINISH BUILDERS' HARDWARE-Hardware 
that has a finished appearance as well as a 
functio.nal purpo.se and which may be considered as 
part o.f the deco.rative treatment of a room o.r 
building. Also called l1nish hardware and builders' 
finish hardware. .' 

FLF..E .. STAIR-Any enclo.sed stairway which is 
part of a fire-resistant exitway. 

FIRE STAIR DOOR-A do.o.r forming part t>f the 
fire-resistant fire stair enclosure, and pro.viding 
access from co.mmo.n corrido.rs to. fire stair landings 
within an exitway. 

FLOOR ANCHOR-A metal device attached to. 
tht; wall side ·of a jamb at its base to secure the 
frame to the flo.o.r. 

FLOOR CLEARAN~-The width of the space 
between the bottom oPJ% du'o.r and the rough o.r 
finished flo.o.r or threshold. 

FLUSH BOLT-A do.or bolt so. designed -that, 
when installed, the operating handle is flush with 
the face o.r edge of the doo.r. Usually installed at the 
top and bottom of the inactive door of a double 
door. 

FLUSH DOOR-A smooth-surfaced door having 
faces which are plane and wnich conceal its rails 
and stiles or other structure. .' 

FOOT BOLT~Atype of bo.lt applied at the 
botto.m -ora doo.{·and arranged fo.r foot operation. 

Generally the bolt head is held up by a spiring when 
the doo.r is unbolted. ' 

FORCEDENTRY-An unauthorized entty ac .. 
complished by the USe ~f force upon the cphysical 
compo.nents of the premises. 

FRAME-The compo.nent that forms the operiing 
of and provides suppo.rt for a door, window. 
.skylight, or hatchway. See also DOOR FRAME. 

FRAME GASKET-Resilient material _ in strip 
form attached to frame' stops to PtQ~flde tight 
closlLu"e o.f a door Qrwindow. . 

FIRONl' iof a lo.c}()-See FACE PLAT:E. ,_, 
GATE-A notch in the end of a levex:tumb1er, 

which when aligned with the fence of the lo.ckbo.lt 
allo.ws the bo.lt to be withdrawn from the strike. 

GENERAL CIRCULATION STAIR-An interior 
stairway in a non-elevator building whic~.provides 
access to upper flo.o.rs. 

GLASS DOOR-A dOQrmade from thick glass, 
usually heat tempercd, arid having no structural 
metal stiles. . 

GLASS STOP-See GLAZINGBEAD._ 
GLAZING-Any transparent or translucent ma:'t~.;. 

rial used inwilldow$ or doo.rs to admit light. 
GLAZING BEAD-A strip of t~im or a sealant 

such as caulking or glazing compouIl,d;which is 
placed around the perimeter of a pane of gl!issor 
other glazing to. secure it to. a frame. Ii . ,,'.1 

GLAZING COMPOUND-A so.ft, do.ugh-likema'~ 
terial usedfo.r filling and, sealing the spaces be- . - ....... ]. 
tween a pane of glass anld its ~uri-ounding frame 
and/or stops. 

GRAND MASTER KEY-A key designed to. . '. _'t::~j 
operate all locks under several master keys in a -", -1 

system. ;1 
"if ,~ 

GRATING, BAR TYPE-An open grip assembly ;'1 
o.f metal bars in which the bearing bars, running in I 

~ ~~:ssd~:r~ti;u~n::: P?r~::~i::la~i~!dth~~~:~~~ll~e~~ . ,] 
< 1 

co.nnecting bars extending between them. J 
GROUT-Mo.rtar of such co.nsistency that it will 

just flow itHo the jo~nts and'-cayities of J:ilasonry . // 
work and fill them so.lId. .:. ,.!0 

GROUTED FRAME-A frame in which ail v/)jdg;::Y~ ~.- l 
betwee~ it and the. surro,l;;td. ing wall are:eumpi~~elY .. 1 
filled With the cement or ph)Sier used m the wall .~ 
co.nstruction. '., . ,- \;, . '>I 

GUARD JjAR-,.A series of"1~o or more cross] 
bars, generally fastened to. acq;mmo.n backp1ciie. to. <~l 
protect the@assor screen in a.doo.r: l ,·1 

GUARD PLA'rE-A piece of metal attached to. a . ""I 
doo.r fJ,°ame.! door edge, (lr over thelock cylinoer for , ;7-"J 
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"'the purpose of reinfor:Cing the lof?klng system '.' fabricat~af;4)~ ;c()ldJ~rined rh~~al sheet;,usuJl1y 
against burglary attacks. carhon steen, ..:i , ',' '.,J~ '" 

HAND (of a d~~r}-Theopeni~gdirection of the HORIZONT1\LSIifDING Wll\l~~k[ype';oto 
door. A right-~anded doot (RH) is, hinged on the Wl~.QW~.G?~p~se{-,/.oi~'t;~~osectio~~:dr?~ o~);nh. of 
right and swrngs inward when viewed , f'tom the . whIch shde ItotIzontaht1)ast the .other. '< 
outside. A left-handed door (LEY is hinged on the IMPRESSION S'V$TEM~A .!~~hJjlque t&i,,JlfO
left and swings hward when Viewed fromtheduce keys for certaii~) typ~~1'of lo~h wj;thontta~ing 
outside. If either vt these d001S swings out~~rd, it the lock apart. hi /."'e," '':,~, ;:;;;r':i>" 
is referred to as a right-hand reverse door ~fdIR) or 'INACTIVE Dooit';ki#.:tE;tF)-Th~ leaf ~f a 
a left-hand reverse (LHR) door, respectively. double~;door:ihat is {:f~~~fted when cl<rsed: the, s\d~e 

HANDLE-Any grip-type door pL'li. See also plate is attaJ:hea torVis leaf to recei;vc·thelatchantf 
LEVER HANDLE. holt of the active leaf,; 'c- "" 

HASP-A fastening device~hich consists of a" INTEGRAL'Uidk (or tATCH)-"b'ee PREAS-
hinged plate with a slot hi it that fits over a fixed D- . SEMBLED LOCK. ~; . '. ',,' ,..' .' C' • 

shaped ring, or eye, ,). INTEGRAL'FRAi'j\1E--:A·metal door framefn 
HATCHWAY-An opening in a ceiling, rqo£ or wlrlch th~ jambs a~td h~~11 h~vest\JIJs, trifn,a~&:/ 

floor of a building which is large enough' to allow bagkbeJlds all forme«' frOIl!/Dne pieceofmate,riaf:' '," 
I INTE. ill. OR.CO. MM. O"N~C. !RCU .. ·." l.A T .. r6N~AREA.-/ luman access. ' I 

HEAD-Top horizontai ~ember of a door or An ar~awithina mu~tlp~.dwemn~ .which .jsout~j~le <:, 

window frame. the prrvate zonesof mdlVld)t;l1 UnIts 9,illd Is.u,sed III . ,: 

HEAD STIFFENER-A heavy-ga1ige metal angle coronion' hyaJlresiden,!s aricltht mainten~Ji'6'~ staff . 
or channel section placed inside, apd attached'to, oif the building." -'., ',)/- ,.' . 

~ , 
'. ;: 

the head of a wide door .frame to maintair,i itsIN!fERIOR PRIVATEAREA~Tbi~lnte,riov/ofa 
alignment: not a load~carrying member. , . single family house; ~he jnteriorofffi~ ap~rtmene.in- . .J 

HEEL OF A PADLOCK..::...That elld of theshac- a multiple dweJJlng;orthe.ir~rior oP a separate. ' ..... ,;:~ 
kle on a padloqk which is not removable fr{Jm the unit within a co:tnn'lercial, 45ublic, or institutjQt1f!l;.:~":;;~;;~}:~S-
case. c bullding .. ' I" ····'1· ,".,/./'. " ........ -····c'.;~<1< .,A'~c::;~c:Y ···.f 

HINGE-.A devie.;) generallyconsistind of two INT~~OR PltJBLIS' AREA-All~lJ,~erJ6i;~colll- X~;f~~;1 
meta! ,plates having loops formed along ojj.<:l edge of mon-circulationa:reaA:ir .comi:nO.n ·xeside;iit-usero6m"~: 
each to, engage and rota~e 'about a comlilon pivot 'within a' h1ultip:lfqjw~nihg:'to' which . aqp~s:',js/ 
rod or "pin," used to)~~~p.~ud...:::a<f:1/.~gilig':caBifr~r~::~ .unrestricted. A/' . . .. '.- '.. ;~,/:,.,~_( ~ 
window in its f~~amt1~:~-~"'-''"'' .. ,:/ INTERI0F:ijS.E.l\1I~PLJBLl<;:;/t\J\EA~~t\H:/ int~rIpf"> ~:~::::t~~l 

HINGE BACKSET"-':The d.rst~Ii~e f~Qm the edge' cO'IIUnon-pJP'culaCion.~ar~c~,cpr:~i?:~nmnoh; :r~sidei'lt;tls~< .. 
of a hinge to the stop atthiside J}f a door or room JY5Minaril.\l!!li?,~~a~ielrrfigt~,W-h~~3cii~s~ jg 

. '. . ' possil:!re_!.mly~.wit1r'a key ot19W/t!JtJ approval.()f w 

wi~:r~~E EDCE=uR HINGE STILE-The. vertical r~~~~siiL~.~~l~.J,~n~~::~~!:~~~o~~::~:~d t.i~'t·· 
edge or stile of a door or window to ~hich hinges or no partsare.exp~sedwhen ih~;. door is"t'lQsoed:1 ' 
pi;;~~~ a:~~~ORCEMENT_;' m<talVlate at. DJ~LOUS\E WJNJfO'w"CtS~.LQUveiiEIi tIN. '~ 
tac:hed to a door or frame torecelve a·llinge. J~~AB-The e:x:p()~~dyertical,:~ethber,o~; either ~: ,"Iill 

HOLD-BACK FEATURE-':'A mechanism on a~'Sideof a door otwihd~wopening? Seealso(DOOR "' '- :,1 
latch which serves to hold the latch bolt in th~ (,' JAMBS.. ,;, Ii . -; 

retracted position. .".~ i; . JAMB ANCHOR,,:;;""';'A m.e,t~t1d~v .. ,i.c,/I~ Inse.rted" iiI ... or, . 
. HOLLOW CORE DOOR-A door const'i'ucted'so ' attached to the Yillllsigeofq;rJfunbto sec,ure,t1ye "':1 

that tke space (core) between thetw1c fal()ing' sheets frame to the wall;}~["Jl1ilsOrir;)'l)amb anchor secures " 
is n(lt completely filled. VaJ7iolU,.:.:sp~ci,hg and rein- a jamb to a masQ~;ry wall. , , '. :;;p .. ,.;.F:p: 

forcing materiah:, are usedt6'separate thef?ocing JAMB DEPTH-The width of the jamb, meas'~- .' 
sheets; some interior hollow core doors, have noth-., ured p.erpe:hdicular to the door or:, wall face ~t " the '" 
ing except perimeter stiles and rails separating the edge of the opening., ",." , 
facing sheets. - JAMB EXTENSION-:;The section of a i.~Illh 

HOLLOW METAL-Hollow items such as d~ors,,, which extends below Jr,eleveLofJJle finish tloorfor 
frames, partitions, and enclosures which are usually attachment to~tI!:f~':I'g'h'f1oor~~'- . ,;, 

--;'~ 
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JAMB PEELlN~A technique used in forced 
entry to deform or remove portions of the jamb to 
disengage the bolt from the strike. Bee JIMMYING. 

JAMB/STRIKE-That component 0)' a dodras
semhly which receives and holds the extended lock 
bolt. The strike and jamb are considered a unit. 

JAMB/WALL-That component of a door assem· 
bly to 'which a door is attGlched and secured by 
means of the hinges. The walland' jamb: are 
considered a unit. - .' 

JIMMYING-A technique used in forced entry to 
pry thejamb away ifrom the lock edge o(theuOOI ;:t, _ 

sufficien:t.distance to disengage the bolt from the '. 
strike. 

JIMMY·PIN-A sturdy projecting screw, which 
is installed in the hinge edge of a doornear a hinge, 
fits into a hole in the door jamb and prevents 
removal of the door if the hinge pins are removed. 

KEEPER-See STRIKE. 
KEY-An iinplement us~d to actuate a lock bolt 

or latch into the locked or unlocked position. 
KEY CHANGES-Th,e different combinations 

that are available or that can he used in a specific 
cylinder. 

KEYED-ALIKE CYLINDERS-Cylinders which 
are designed to be operated by the same key. (Not 
to be confused with master-keyed cylinders). 

KEYED.DIFFERENT CYLINDERS-Cylinders 
requiring different keys for their operation. 

KEYHO LE-The opening in a lock designed to 
receive the key. 

KEY-IN-KNOB LOCK-A lock having the key 
cylinder and the other lock mechanism, such as a 
push or turn button, contained in the knobs. 

KEY.PLATE-A plate or escutcheon having only 
a keyhole. 

KEYWAY-The longitudinal cut in the cylinder 
core, being an opening or space with millings in the 
sides identical to those on the proper key, thus 
allowing the key tu en~er the full distance of the 
blade. See also WARDED LOCK. 

KNIFING-See LOIDING. 
KNOB-An ornamental (jr functional round han

dle on a door; may be designed to actuate a lock or 
latch. 

KNOB LATCH-A ~ecuring device having a 
spring bolt operated by a knob only. 

KNOB SHANK-The projecting stem of a knob 
'ii:ltvwhich the spindle is fastened. 

'KN'B:CKED DOWN (Abbr. KDJ--Disassembled; 
designed 'ffira~$embly at the point of use. ' 

KNUCKLE.,...-the.~nlarged part of a hinge into 
which the pin is inserted>, .. , 

' ..... ,. 
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.. LAl\1INATE-.-A product made ;by bonding to· 
gethe; two or more layers of mater~at> 

LAMINATED GLASS-A type ofgl~ss fabri
cated from two layers of glass with a transparent 
boIlgiugc1aygy betwe~n them. Ah;o called safety 
glass. C • 

LAMINATED P ADLOCK-A padlock, the body 
oJ whl6h consists of a number of flat plates, all or 
~~stof which are of the same contour, superim
posed and riveted or brazed together. Holes in the 
plates provide spaces for the lock mechanism and 
the ends of the shackle, 

:L"ATG.J.L{or LATCH BOLT}-A bevelled, spring~ 
actuated bolt wlilchln,ay or may npt include a dead-
locking feature. '. 

LEADING EDGE-See iOCK EDGE. 
LEAF, DOOR-An individual door, used either 

singly or in multiples. 
LEAF HINGE-The most common type of hinge, 

characteriz;ed by two flat metal plates or leaves, 
which pivot about a metal hi.nge 'pin. A leaf hinge. 
can be surf~ce mourit~d, or installei in a mortise. 

" See also BUlT HINGE and SURFACE HINGE. 
LEVER HANDLE-A bar-like grip which is 

rotated in a vertical plane about a ,horizontal axis at 
one of its ends, designed to operate a latch. 

LEVER LOCK-.:.A key operated l~ckthat incor~ 
porates one or more lever tumblers, which must be 
raised to a specific level so. that the fence of the 
bolt is aligned with the gate of the tumbler in order 
to withdraw the bolt. Lever locks are commonly 
used in storage lockers, and safety depositb<?xes; 

. LEVER TUMBLER-A flat metal arm" pivoted " 
on one end with a gate in the oppos#e end. The top 
edge is spring loaded. The bitting' of thekeY"!~Qtate.s . 
against the bottom edge, raising the lever tutrlhitil': 
to aH.gn the ga.te'with the bolt fene.e. Both the . 
posjtion of the gate an\d the curvature of the bottom 
edge of the lever tumbler can be varied to establish, 
the key code. . 

LIGHT-A. space in a window or door for a 
single pane of glazing. Also, a p~ne of glass or other 
glazing material. . '" 

!JNTEL-oA horizontal structural.member that 
supports the load over an, opening such as a door or " 
window. 

LIP (of astrike)-The curved projecting part of a 
strike plate which guides the spring bolt to the latch. 

'·.point. 
LOBBY-That portIon of the interior commo'il. 

area of a building' whi~h is reached from an entry 
do~r and which provides access to the geneFal 



circulation areas, elevators, and fire stairs' and from 
'. these to other areas of the building. 
,\ LOCK-A fastener which secures 0: door or 
~\indow assembly against unauthorized entry. A 
dJl)r lock is usually key-operated and includes the 
keYi~d device (cylinder or combination), bolt, strike 
plate, knobs or levers, trim items, etc. A window 
lock is usually hand operated rather than key 
operated. 

LOCK CLIP-A flexible metal part attached to 
the inside of ~ door face to position amortise lock. 

LOCK EDGE-The vertical edge or stile of a 
door in which a lock may be installed. Also called 
the leading edge, the lock stile and the strike edge. 

LOCK EDGE DOOR (or LOCK SEAM DOOR)
A door which has its face sheets secured in place 
by an exposed mechanical interlock seam on each 
of its two vertical edges. See also LOCK SEAM. 

LOCK FACEPLATE-See FACE PLATE. 
LOCKING DOG (of a padlock)-The part of a 

padiock mechanism which engages the shackle and 
holds it in the locked position. 

LOCK-IN-KNOB-See KEY-IN-KNOB LOCK. 
LOCK PICK-A tool or instrument, other than 

the 5pecifically designed key, made for the purpose 
of manipulating a lock into a locked or uniocked 
condition. ' 

LOCK PICKING-The process of m'J.niIllllating a 
keyed iock mechanism by means other than the 
specifically designed key or keys. 

LOCK RAIL-The horizontal member of a door 
intended to receive the lock case. 

LOCK REINFORCEMENT-A reinforcing plate 
attached inside of the lock stile of a door to receive 
a lock. 

LOCK SEAM-A joint in sheet metal work, 
formed by doubly folding the edges of adjoining 
sheets in such a manner that they interlock. 

LOCK SET-See LOCK. 

LOCK STILE-See LOCK EDGE. 

LOIDING-A burglary attack method in which a 
thin, flat, flexible object such as a stiff piece of 
pla'1tic is inserted between the strike and the latch 
bolt to depress the latch bolt and release it from the 
strike. The loiding of windows is accomplished by 
inserting a thin stiff object between the meeting 
rails or stiles to move the latch to the open position, 
or by in~erting a thin stiff wire through openings 
between the stile or rail and the frame to manipu
late the sash operator of pivoting windows. Derived 
from the word "celluloid." Also called knifing and 
slip-knifing. 

LOOSE JOINT HINGE-A hinge with two knuc-

"<~":. 
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kles. The pin is fastened permc\\nently to one and 
the other contains the pinhole. The two parts of the 
hinge can be disengaged by lifting. 

LOOSE PIN HINGE-A hinge having a remova
ble pin to permit the two leaves of the hinge to be 
separated. 

LOUVER-An opening with Ci\ series of horizontal 
slats so arranged as to permit ventilation but to 
exclude rain, sunlight, or vision. 

LOUVERED WINDOW-A type of window in 
which the glazing consist!? of parCl\llel, horizontal,( 
movable glass slats. Also called a jlllousie window, 

MAIN ENTRY DOOR-The most important 
com mOl. entry door in a building, which provides 
access to the building's looby. 

MAISON KEYING-A specialized keying sys
tem, used in apartment houses and other large 
complexes, that enables all individual unit keys to 
operate common-use locks such as main entry, 
laundry room, etc. 

MASONRY-Stone, brick, concrete, hollow tiles, 
concrete blocks, or other similar materials, bonded 
together with mortar to form a wall, pier, buttre~5, 
or similar member. 

MASTER DISC TUMBLER-,A disc tumbler that 
will operate with a master key in addition to its own' 
change key. 

MASTER KEY SYSTEM-A method of keying 
locks which allows a single key to operate multiple 
locks, each of which will also operate with an 
individu\al change key> Several levels of master 
keying are possible: a single master key is one 
which will operate all locks of a group of locks with 
individual, change keys: a grand master key will 
operate all locks of two or more master key 
systems: a great grand master key will operate all 
locks of two or more grand master key systems. 
Master key systems are used primarily with pin and 
disk tumbler locks, and to a Ii/hi ted extent with 
lever or warded locks. 

MASTER PIN-A segmented pin, used to enable 
a pin tumbler to be operated by mpre than one key 
cut. 

MEETING STILE-The vertical edge member oj' 
a door or horizontal sliding window, in a pair of 
doors or windows, which meets with the adjacent 
edge member when closed. See also CHECKRAILS. 

METAL-MESH GRILLE-A grille of expanded 
metal or welded metal wires permanelltly installed 
across a window or other opening in order to 
prevent entry through the opening. 

MILL FINISH-The {)riginal sUrf'ace finish pro
dUged on a metal mill product by cold rolling, 
extruding or drawing. 
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MILLWORK-Generally, all building compo
nents made of finished wood and manufactured in 
millwork plants and planing mills. It includes such 
items as inside and outside doors, window and 
doorframes, cabinets, porchwork, mantels, panel
work, stairways, moldings, and interior trim. It 
normally does not include flooring, ceiling, or 
siding. 

MOLDING--A wood strip used for decorati.e 
purposes. 

MONO LOCK-See PREASSEMBLED LOCK. 
MORTISE-A rectangular cavity made to receive 

a lock or other hardware: also, the act of making 
such a cavity. 

MORTISE BOLT-A bolt designed to be in
stalled in a mortise rather than on the surface. The 
bolt is operated by a knob, lever or equivalent. 

MORTISE CYLINDER-See CYLINDER, MOR
TISE TYPE. 

MORTISE LOCK-A lock designed for installa
tion in a mortise, as distinguished from a bored lock 
and a rim lock. 

MULLION-(l) A movable or fixed center post 
used on double door openings, usually for locking 
purposes. (2) A vertical or horizontal bar or divider 
in a frame between windows, doors, or other 
openings. 

MULTIPLE DWELLING--A building or portion 
of a building designed or used for occupancy by 
three or more tenants or families living independ
ently of each other (incl ... ;:!fls hotels and motels). 

MUNTIN-A small member which divides the 
glass or openings of sash or doors. 

MUSHROOM TUMBLER-A type of tumbler 
used in pin tumbler locks to add security against 
picking. The diameter of the driver pin behind the 
end in contact with the bottom pin is reduced so 
that the mushroom head will catch the edge of the 
cylinder body at the shear line when it is at a slight 
angle to its cavity. See also SPOOL TUMBLER. 

NIGHT LATCH-An auxiliary lock having a 
spring latch bolt and functioning independently of 
the regular lock of the door. 

NON-REMOVABLE HINGE PIN-A type of 
hinge pin that has been constructed Or modified to 
make its removal from the hinge difficult or impos
sible. 

OFFSET. PIVOT (or HINGE}-A pin-and-socket 
hardware device with a single bearing contact, by 
means of which a door is suspended in its frame 
and allowed to swing about an axis which normally 
is located about 1.9 cm (3/4 in) out from the door 
face. 
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ONE-WA Y SCREW-A screW specifically de
signed to resist being removed, 'once installed. See 
also TAMPER-RESISTANT HARDWARE. 

OPENING SIZE-See DOOR OPENING. 
OPERATOR (of a window sash}-The mecha

nism, including a crank handle and gear box, 
attached to an operating arm or arms for the 
purpose of opening and closing a window. Usually 
found on casement and awning type windows. 

OVERHEAD DOOR-A door which is stored 
overhead when in the open position. 

PADLOCK-A detachable and portable lock: ~ith 
a hinged or sliding shackle or bolt, normally used 
with a hasp and eye or staple system. 

PANEL DOOR-A door fabricated from one or 
more panels surrounded by and held in position by 
rails and stiles. 

PANIC BAR-See CRASH BAR. 
PANIC HARDWARE-An exterior door locking 

mech~nism which !s always operable from inside 
the building by pressure on a crash bar or lever. 

PATIO-TYPE SLIDING DOOR-A sliding door
that is essentially a single, large transparent panel 
in a frame (a type commonly used to give access to 
patios or yards of private dwellings); "single" doors 
have one fixed and one movable panel; "double" 
doors have two movable panels. 

PEELING--See JAMB PEELING. 
PICKING--See LOCK PICKING. 
PIN (of a hinge}-The metal rod that serves as 

the axis ofa hinge and thereby allows the hinge 
(and attached door or window) to rotate between the 
open and closed positions. 

PIN TUMBLER-One of the essential, distin
guishing components of a pin tumbler lock cylinder, 
more precisely called a bottom pin, master pin or 
driver pin. The pin tumblers, used in varying 
lengths and arrangements, determine the combina
tion of the cylinder. See also BOTTO~1 PIN, 
DRWER PIN and MASTER PIN. 

PIN TUMBLER LOCK CYLINDER~A lock 
cylinder employing metal pins (tumblers) to preVent. 

.-.:.:;. 

the rotation of the core .until the correct key is ,:-.",~ 
inserted into the keyway. Small coil compression 
springs hold the pins in the locked position until the 
key is inserted. 

PIVOTED DOOR-A door hung on pivots rather 
than hinges. 

PIVOTED WINDOW-A window which opens 
by pivoting about a horizontal or vertical axis. . . 

PLUG RETAINER-The part often fixed to the 
rear o( the core in It lock cylinder to retain or hold 
the core firmly in the cylinder. 



PREASSEMBLED LOCK-A lock that has all 
the parts assembled into a unit at the factory and, 
when installed in a rectangular section cut out of 
the doo! at the lock edge, requires little or no 
assembly. Also called integral lock, mono lock and 
unit lock. 

PRESSED P ADLOCK-A padlock whose outer 
case is pressed into shape from sheet metal and 
then riveted together. 

PRESSURE-LOCKED GRATING-A grating in 
which the cross bars are mechanically locked to the 
bearing bars at their intersections by deforming or 
swaging the metal. 

PRIVACY LOCK-A lock, usually for an interior 
door, secured by a button, thumbturn, etc., and not 
designed for key operation. 

PROJECTION-See BOLT PROJECTION. 
PUSH KEY-A key which operates the Ace type 

of lock. 
QUADRANT-See DUTCH DOOR BOLT. 
RABBET-A cut, slot or groove made on the 

edge or surface of a board to receive the end or 
edge of another piece of wood made to fit it. 

RABBETED JAMB-A door jamb in which the 
projecting portion of the jamb which forms the door 
stop is either part of the same piece as the rest of 
the jamb or securely set into a deep groove in the 
jamb. 

RAIL-A horizontal framing member of a door or 
window sash which extends the full width between 
the stiles. 

REMOVABLE MULLION-A mullion separating 
two adjacent door openings which is required for 
the normal operation of the doors but is designed to 
permit its temporary remo·val. 

RESTRICTED KEYW A Y-A special keyway and 
key blank for high security locks, with a configura
tion which is not freely available and which must be 
specifically requested from the manufacturer. 

REVERSIBLE LOCK-A lock which may be 
used for either hand of a d.oor. . 

RIM CYLINDER-A pin or disc tumbler cylinder 
used with a rim lock. 

RIM HARDWARE-Hardware designed to be 
installed on the surface of a door or window. 

RIM LATCH-A latch installed on the surface of 
a door. 

RIM LATCH-A lock designed to be mounted on 
the surface of a door. 

ROSE-The part of a lock which functions as an 
ornament or hearing surface for a knob, and is 
normally placed against the surface of the door. 

ROTARY INTERLOCKING DEAD BOLT 

t\ 
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LOCK-A type of rim lock in which the extended 
dead boft is rotated to engage with the strike. 

ROUGH BUCK-A sub-frame, usually made of 
wood or steel, whic::h is set in a wall opening and to 
which the frame is attached. 

ROUGH OPENING-The wall opening into 
which a frame is to be installed. Usually, the rough 
opening is measured inside the rough buck. 

SASH-A frame containing one or more lights. 
SASH FAST-A fastener attached to the meeting 

rails of a window. 
SASH LOCK-A sash fast with a locking device 

controlled by a key. 
SCREWLESS KNOB-A knob attached to a 

spindle by means of a special wrench, as distin
guished from the more commonly used side-screw 
knob. 

SCREWLESS ROSE:-A rose with a concealed 
method of attachment. 

SEAMLESS DOOR-A door having no visible 
seams on its faces or edges. 

SECONDARY LOCK-See AUXILIARY LOCK. 
SECURITY GLASS OR GLAZING-See BUR

GLAR-RESISTANT GLAZING. 
SETBACK-See BACKSET. 
SHACKLE-The hinged or sliding part of a . 

padlock that does the fastening. 
SHEAR LINE-The joint between the shell and 

the core of a lock cylinder; the line at which the 
pins or discs of a lock cylinder must be aligned in 
order to permit rotation of the core. 

SHEATHING-The structural exterior covering, 
usually wood' boards or plywood, used over the 
framing studs and rafters of a structure. 

SHELL-A lock cylinder, exclusive of the core. 
Also called housing. 

SHUTTER-A movable screen or cover used to 
protect an opening, especially a window. 

SIDE LIGHT-A fixed light located adjacent to a 
door within the same frame assembly. . 

SIGNAL SASH F ASTENER-A sash-fastening 
device designed to lock windows whi(lh are beyond 
reach from the floor. It has a ring for a sash pole 
hook. When locked, the ring lever is down; when 
the ring lever is up, it signals by its upright position 
that the window is unlocked. 

SILL-The lower horizontal member of a door or 
window opening. 

SINGLE-ACTING DOOR-A door mounted to 
swing to only one side of the plane of its frame. ,~, 

~KYLIGHT-A glazed opening located in the 
roof of a building. 

SLIDE BOLT-A simple lock which is operated 



directly by hand without using a key, a turnpiece, 
or other actuating mechanism. Slide bolts can 
normally only be operated from the inside. 

SLIDING DOOR-Any door that slides open 
sideways. 

SLIDING METAL GATE-An assembly of metal 
bars, jointed so that it can be moved to and locked 
in position across a window or other opening, in 
order to prevent unauthorized entry through the 
opening. 

SLIP-KNIFING-See LOIDING. 
SOLID CORE DOOR-A door constructed so 

that the space (core) between the two facing sheets 
is completely filled with wood blocks or other rigid 
material. 

SPINDLE-The shaft that fits into the shank of a 
door knob or handle, and that serves as its axis of 
rotation. 

SPLIT ASTRAGAL-A two-piece astragal, one 
piece of which is surface mounted on each door of 
a double door and is provided with a means of 
adjustment to mate with the other piece and 
provide a seal. See also ASTRA GAL . 

SPOOL TUMBLER-A type of tumbler used in 
pin tumbler locks to add security against picking. 
Operates on the same principal as the mushroom 
tumbler. 

SPRING BOLT-See LATCH. 
SPRING BOLT WITH ANTI-LOIDING DE

VICE-See DEAD LATCH. 
STILE-One of the vertical edge members of a 

paneled door or window sash. 
STOOL-A flat molding fitted over the window 

sill between the jambs and contacting the bottom 
rail of the lower sash. 

STOP (of a door or window frame)-The project
ing part of a door or window frame against which a 
swinging door or window closes, or in which a 
sliding door or window moves. 

STOP (of a lock)-A button or other device that 
serves to lock and unlock a latch bolt against 
actuation by the outside knob or thumb piece. 
Another type holds the bolt retracted. 

STOP SIDE-That face of a door which contacts 
the door stop. 

STORE FRONT SASH-An assembly of light 
metal members forming a continuous frame fc.r a 
fixed glass store front. 

STORM SASH, WINDOW, OR DOOR-An ex
tra window or door, usually placed on the outside of 
an existing one as additional protection against cold 
or hot weather. 
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STRAP HINGE-A surface hinge of which one 
or both leaves are of considerable length. ' 

STRIKE-A metal plate attached to or mortised 
into a door jamb to receive and hold a projected 
latch bolt andlor dead bolt in order to ~ecure the 
door to the jamb. 

STRIKE, BOX-See BOX STRIKE. 
STRIKE, DUSTPROOF-A strike which is 

placed in the threshold or sill of an opening, or in 
the floor, to receive a flush bolt, and is equipped 
with a spring-loaded follower to cover the recess 
and keep out dirt. 

STRIKE, INTERLOCKING-A strike which re
ceives and holds a vertical, rotary, or hook dead 
bolt. 

STRIKE PLATE-See STRIKE. 
STRIKE REINFORCEMENT-A metal plate at

tached to a door or frame to receive a strike. 
STRIKE, ROLLER-A strike for latch bolts, 

having a roller mounted on the lip to reduce 
friction. 

STUD-A slender wood or metal post used as a 
supporting element in a wall or partition. 

STUD ANCHOR-A device used to secure a 
stud to the floor. 

SUB-BUCK or SUB-FRAME-See ROUGH 
BUCK. 

SURFACE HINGE-A hinge having both leaves 
attached to the surface and thus fully visible. 
SWL~G-See HAND. 
SWINGING BOLT-A bolt that is hinged to a 

lock front and is projected and retracted with a 
swinging rather than a sliding action. Also called 
hinged or pivot bolt. 

T AIL PIECE-The unit on the core of a cylinder 
lock which actuates the bolt or latch. 

TAMPER-RESISTANT HARDWARE-Builders' 
hardware with screws or nut-and-bolt connections 
that are hidden or cannot be removed with conven
tional tools. 

TEMPLATE-A precise detailed pattern used as 
a guide in the mortising, drilling, etc., of a door or 
frame to receive hardware. 

TEMPLATE HARDWARE-Hardware manufac
tured within template tolerances. 

TENSION WRENCH-An instrument used in 
picking a lock. It is used to apply torsion to the 
cylinder core. 

THREE-POINT LOCK-A locking device re
quired on "A-label" fire double doors to lock the 
active door at three points-the normal position 
plus top and bottom. 



THRESHOLD-A wood or metal plate forming 
the bottom of a doorway. 

THROW-See BOLT PROJECTION. 
THUMB PIECE (of a door handle)-The small 

pivoted part above the grip of a door handle, which 
is pressed by the thumb to operate a latch bolt. 

THUMB TURN-A unit which is gripped be
tween the thumb and forefinger, and turned to 
project or retract a bolt. 

TOLERANCE-The permissible deviation from a 
nominal or specified dimension or value. 

TRANSOM-An opening window immediately 
above a door. 

TRANSOM BAR-The horizontal frame member 
which separates the door opening from the transom. 

TRANSOM CATCH-A latch bolt fastener on a 
transom, having a ring by which the latch bolt is 
retracted. 

TRANSOM CHAIN-A short chain used to limit 
the opening of a transom; usually provided with a 
plate at each end for attachment. 

TRANSOM LIFT-A device attached to a door 
frame and transom by means of which the transom 
may be opened or closed. 

TRIM HARDW ARK-See FINISH BUILDERS' 
HARDWARE. 

TRYOUT KEYS-A set of keys which includes 
many commonly used bittings. They are used one 
at a time in an attempt to unlock a door. 

TUMBLER-A movable obstruction in a lock 
which must be adjusted to a particular position, as 
by a key, before the bolt can be thrown. 
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TURN PIECE-See THUMB TURN. 
UNIT LOCK-See PREASSEMBLED LOCK. 
VERTICAL BOLT LOCK-A lock having two 

deadbolts which move vertically into two circular 
receivers in the strike portion of the lock attached 
to the door jamb. 

VISION PANEL-A fixed tranr;;parent panel of 
glazing material set into an otherwise opaque wall, 
partition, or door; a non-opening window. See also 
LIGHT. 

WARD-An obstruction which prevents the 
wrong key from entering or turning in a lock. 

WARDED LOCK-A lock containing internal 
obstacles which block the entrance or rotation of all 
but the correct key. 

WEATHERSTRIPPING-Narrow or jamb-width 
sections of flexible material which prevent the 
passage of air and moisture around windows and 
doors. Compression weatherstripping also acts as a 
frictional counter-balance in double-hung windows. 

WET GLAZING-The sealing of glass or other 
transparent material in a frame by the use of a 
glazinig compound or sealant. 

WINDOW FRAME-See FRAME. 
WINDOW GUARD-A strong metal grid-like 

assembly which can be installed on a window or 
other opening: types of window guards include 
metal bars, metal-mesh grilles, and sliding metal 
gates. 

WIRE GLASS-Glass manufactured with a layer 
of wire mesh approximately in the center of the 
sheet. 
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